WHAT IS QUEST FOR SUCCESS?
As part of a comprehensive effort to improve career readiness, the Louisiana Department of Education (LDOE), in partnership with the national nonprofit organization America Achieves, launched the Louisiana Educator Voice Fellowship for 21st Century Learning. As part of the fellowship, educators from across Louisiana met with state leaders and industry experts to learn about the skills and knowledge students will need to be successful in the jobs of the future and collaborated on a new course. Named Quest for Success, this new course will help Louisiana students better understand career opportunities and prepare themselves for future college and career success.

WHAT SUCCESS HAS QUEST FOR SUCCESS HAD?

IN THE NEWS

“24 Louisiana educators earn fellowships”

“Destrehan High is one of 30 schools in the world to get this global honor”

“Louisiana Educator Voice Fellowship for 21st Century Learning”
https://www.americaachievesednetworks.org/louisiana-educator-voice-fellowship/

“Because Someone Asked Me To”

“Foundational Skills for a Lifetime of Success”

WHAT’S NEXT FOR QUEST FOR SUCCESS?
Quest for Success will be available during the 2019-2020 school year to all Louisiana school systems who attend official LDOE sponsored training. The following year Journey to Careers and Education for Careers will sunset and Quest for Success will be the primary career preparation and career education course for the state. Once it is fully implemented, Quest for Success will be a model curriculum for schools across the country.